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The Fine Art of Measuring

FROM:
You cannot manage what you do not measure
TO:
You will only manage what you measure
AND NOW:
Pick something that is working well and measure it

Wait Times Guarantee – Cancer
By 2010

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BC – radiation therapy
Manitoba – radiation therapy
Yukon – mammography
Quebec – mammography
NB – radiation therapy
Nova Scotia – radiation therapy
PEI – radiation therapy

Your Waiting Time is Not My Waiting Time

Ask a Patient

• From suspicion of cancer to diagnosis to treatment
• From suspicion to referral for investigation
• Possibly from an organized screening program
• Possibly to an organized screening program
• From the first referral to the second, third, and back
to the first
• Tests and waiting for test results at each point
• Finally a diagnosis and a treatment plan
• Scheduling the treatment
• Initiating treatment

Reporting on Wait Times: BC

Cancer Services
The B.C. Cancer Agency provides radiotherapy and chemotherapy treatment at four major clinics across the province — in Victoria,
Vancouver, Surrey and Kelowna.

Radiotherapy
In 2006/07, 96.5 percent of British Columbians requiring radiotherapy started treatment within four weeks of being medically able to receive it.

Procedure

Patients
Waiting
as of
Jan 31/08

Median Wait
Time from Apr
1/07 to Jan
31/08

Radiotherapy

244

6 days
0.9 weeks

Treatments
(courses) for
the 3 months
ending
Dec 31/07
2848

Chemotherapy
There is no significant wait for British Columbians who need chemotherapy, which accounts for half of all cancer care provided by
the agency. The standard for chemotherapy wait times of two weeks is met in almost every case. In rare cases when it is not met,
there is a medical reason.

Outcomes
B.C. has better survival outcomes for cancer treatment than any other Canadian province. This is partly due to cancer services being
coordinated and delivered by a central agency.
For example, outcomes show a lower recurrence rate of early stage lymphoma, or primary cancer of the lymph glands. Although it is about 22
percent worldwide, in B.C. the recurrence rate is only one percent.
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Reporting on Wait Times: ON

Ontario Wait
Times
Reporting

Beyond the Numbers

• Waits occur outside the doors of the cancer system
• Rapid access / diagnostic assessment centres
• Streamlined to move the patient from suspicion of
cancer to diagnosis
• Requires cooperation among specialists
• Successful models in place
• Significant reduction in waiting times

Calgary Rapid Access Clinic: Prostate Cancer

The starting point:
• 95 days wait from referral to diagnosis of prostate cancer
One year after establishing the RAC:
• Time from referral by family physician to seeing urologist:
just under seven days
• From urologist to biopsy:
one to two weeks
• From biopsy to results:
one to two weeks
• Total wait, from first referral to pathology result:
27 days

Toronto East General Time to Treat Project :
Lung Cancer
•

•

•

Participating organizations:
• Toronto East General Hospital, Toronto Sunnybrook Regional
Cancer Center, TEGH Family Health Center, Flemingdon
Health Center, Victoria Health Centre, Albany Medical Clinic
Description:
• Reducing the time from initial radiographic or symptom
presentation of lung cancer to first assessment for start of
treatment (chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery, palliative
therapy) by redesigning and integrating the present serial
processes of physician referral and diagnosis.
Results:
• Reduction in wait time from referral to treatment from 17 weeks
to 3.5 was accomplished in 6 months during the 05-06 fiscal
year (April 2005 – March 2006

Impact of Screening Programs on Cancer Waits

• Issues of health human resources in new screening
programs (colorectal)
• Issues of integration/coordination in breast screening
programs
• Should screening programs be linked to rapid access
/ diagnostic assessment centres?
• Need for targets and plans to meet them
• Need for COOPERATION among physicians

Ontario Breast
Screening
Program

From Reporting to Fixing

• The patient defines the wait
• Ownership of the wait is diffuse but resolvable:
• Coordination
• Cooperation
• Streamlined processes
• Provide or purchase
• Measure the patient pathway

